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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Local Currency: UNDP Exchange Rate $1 = 18.0 Rupees 

Abbre•iations Used: 

PALF 

%.w/w 

EDTA 

SEM 

o.w.f. 

Units: 

Micron 

Pineapple Leaf Fibre 

Percentage by weight (gas. per 100 gas.) 

Ethylene diaaine tetra-acetic acid 

(disodiua salt) 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

On weight of fibre 

One •illionth of a •etre 
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Titl~ and Nuaber of Project : Use of Uncon•entional Hbres for 
the ltanufacture of Fabrics 

DP/IND/86/038/11 

Objective and Duration of Acti•ity: 

To plan and conduct experiaents on cheaical modification and 

enzyaatic degu .. ing of PALF with a view to prodbcing fi11er fibres, and 

to advise on dyeing and finishing of PALF and other leaf fibres. 

(1 1/2 Months) 

Conclusions and Recolul"'?Ddatioos: 

Becaus~ of the variability of PALF, care must be taken to 

ensure thorough randoaisation of the fibres ic experimental studies. 

Scouring with a dilute alkaii and a sequcstrant, followed by 

peroxide bleaching, aay significa.1tly iaprove fibre quality prior to 

spinning. 

Mechanical separation of the fibres sh~uld not be neglected. 

Long fit:re coabing ~quipaent siailar to a f ~ax "hackling" aachine aay 

be effecti~e either before or after the cheaical trealaent. 

Sui table ind1Jstrial co-operation for enzya.~ studies has been 

established. 

A progru•e of work on the dyeing of PALF ha..~ been drawr. up. 



I NTBODUCl'I ON 

Previous work on this project has been suaaarised by Mr. 

Jaraan and Mr. Terkelson (1,2,3) and later in the report of Dr. 

Cherian lype, an expert in Machinery Design (4). 

The defined prograaae of wo:.·k for the present aission vas 

set down as annex 6 to the report on the second aission (2), ai.J is 

reproduced as annex I to this report. 

Work at SITRA in connection with this programme began on 

January 10, 1991 and is scheduled fo~ coapletion on or about February 

14, 1991. 

Tb'! original objectives, as set down in the report on the 

second ais3ion, were to 

set up ex~eriaents on che~ical degumaing of 

PALF towardA aalting the• finer 

- advise on dyeing and finishin~ of PALF. 

Recoaaendation 3 of the Report on th~ second mission states 

that "the prowising results obtained with cheaical treatment should be 

•easured after consultation with expert in fibre che•istry". 

Unfo~tunately no detailed descri,tion of these studies 

rip~ars in Jar•an ar.d Terkelaon' 9 re.,ort. I. Bub-section 4. 4 choeaical 

degu.-m;ng, appears in the lht of contents, bu~ not in the bo~y of the 

report. However, so•e SITRA intern'! reports h~ve been •ade 

~vailable, and the results are descri~ed in the present report. 
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I. CHDllCAL DEGUMMING 

A. Previous Work at SITRA 

Before the arrival of this expert, two series of experiaents 

on the cheaical deguaaing of PALF had been carried out at SITRA. 

These are reproduced as Annexes II and Ill to lhis repo~t. 

In the first series or ~xperiaents, described in Annex II, a 

variety of cheaical agents, includiu& acids, alkalis, salts and 

enzyaes, were applied in aqueous solution to raw PALF l!nder varying 

conditions or teaperature and tiaP.. '!'he properties (fineness and 

tenacity) o~ the treated fibres were evaluated, and the surface 

characteristics studied by aeans of scanning electron microscopy. 

The conclusion reached as a result of these trials ftas that 

sodiu• hydroxide could be us~ to reaov~ guu fro• PALF without any 

severe lf'ISS in fibre stre:igth. 

optiaise the process parameters. 

However, it. would be necessary to 

Annex II I describes a second series of experiments using 

sodiua hydroxide, varyin( the paraaeters of cancer. '"ration, tiae and 

teaperaturc.; to achieve optiaisation. The concl11sion drawn f roa this 

study was thKt optiau• conditions, givi.ng soae reduct.iu:J in fibre 

thickness without producing exceesi~e daaage, would be a 4% 

concentration at rooa teaperature (30° C) for four hours. 

These were, in fact, the ai~dest conditions ~ncludPd in the 

study, and this conclusion begs the question that by reducing the, 

severity of treataent even further, a ~tter result &ay be obt~ine1? 
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B. Work Done During the Mi mion 

3.1 Exaaination of SD Photographs 

The SEM photoga.·aphs taken during the work describ~d under 

I.A were re-exaained at the start of the ais~ion. 

The structure of the raw PALF f ;_bres can be seer. from these 

photographs to be coaposed of several aulti-fibrillac bundles, p~rhaps 

a hundred or. aore fibrils in a bundle. Tht> ulti11ate fibrils are 

between two anrl five aicrons in diaaeter, while the raw fibres are 

perhaps 40 - 100 aicrons in d1aaeter, although this varies widely. 

This is two to four tiaes the diameter of the aore conventional 

natural cellulosic fibres, such as cotton (15 - 22 aicrons) and flax 

(5). An int~resting feature to be seen in the raw fibre is a nuaber 

of transverse aarkings across t.he fibrils, as though each f ibrillar 

bundle has been tie<i. In .ost of the photographs of treated fibres 

these tie-aarJ.:s have disappeared, a.nd this seeas to result ·in 

breakdown of the bundle structure, with consequent fibrillation and 

f ibrillar entangleaent. Sodium hydroxide solution at high teaperature 

appe&rP.d to be particular-ly severe in this respect, indicating that 

such a treataent should be avoided at least ~rior to s~inning. 

Soae cross-sections showed indications that a central !uaen 

is ~~esent in the fibril3, but aost were unclear The preparation of 

goc...i fibre cross-s..Jctions is difficult, and this point may not be 

clarified until the operators have obtained aore experience. 
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B.2 Che~ical Deg--J1111iag (First Series) 

Followin~ lines suggested by the Scottish College of 

Textiles during the Fellowship traiuing visit of Mr. S.Rajendran, it 

was decided to study the effects of concentrated sodiua hydroxide 

(21.9% w/w). For processing cotton this would be regarded as 

"•ercerish.g strength" 1 and produces the 11axi11u11 swelling effect. It 

~as thought that the fibre swelling might break the adhesions between 

the fibrillar. bundles. 

Vegetable pectins and guas are often associated with 

alkaline ea~ths, particularly calciua, which appear to assist in the 

structural bonding. It was thought that the presence of a 

sequestrant,_ ~A, would help to re11ove the alkaline earths and weaken 

the bonding. A patent for such a process has been filed for the 

treataent of flax (GB 2, · 186, 002) but the general principles haye 

been known- in the industry for soae tiae, for exaaple re11oval · of 

cotton seed fragaents. 

The effect of dilute sodium hydroxide has been established 

in previous trials, but a further experi11ent was carried out to 

exaaine the influence of EDTA. 

In the last experi•ent in this series, the effect of 

hydrorhloric acid treat•ent was studied. This reagent also dissolves 

the alkaline earths. A 4N concentration of hydrochloric acid was 

used. 

All these experiaents were carried out at room temperature, 

for one hour, followed by rinsing and neutralising. 
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Part of the saaple which bad been treated with hydrochloric 

~id was re-treated with dilute (5% w/w) sodiua hydroxide, to attempt 

to dissolve any precipitated pectic acids, for 15 ainutes at room 

teaperature, and neutralised. After drying, the samples were studied 

by SEM and evaluated for fibre strength and fineness. The results are 

described and discussed in sub-section 8.3. 

Cheaical Degu-ing (Second Series) 

Early on during the aission, a short series of spinning 

trials was carried out, to look at the effect of chemical softening on 

the spinnabiHty of raw PALF (see Chapter II). 

Ca~ding was carried out on a cotton card, modifiP.d as 

described by Dr. Cherian lype (4). The foraation of sliver pre3ented 

no problems, and this result indicated that bleached f itre aight also 

process·well through this card. 

The decision to undertake trials on bleached fibre is 

supported by a report f roa the Jute Technological Research 

Laboratories, Calcutta (6), which indicates that PALF can be 

successfully bleached in f \bre fora. It is claiaed that a mild bleach 

with hydrogen peroxide iaproves fibre fineness and yarn flexibility, 

although at some cost to yarn strength. It was further observed that 

separation of fibre at the c~~~ing stage was better for bleached fibre 

than for raw fibre. 

Three bleaching treataents have been studied, with the 

objective of obtaining further breakdown cf the fibres; not 

necessarily to obtain good whitening as thie i3 better carried out 

after yarn foraation. 
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1. Hydrogen Pe;."Oxide 

"2 02 (30%) 1 111/1 

Sodium Silicate 10 gm/l 

Sodium Hydroxide 10 gm/l 

Wetting agent (Ectalon) 0.1 gm/l 
(non-ionic) 

Liquor ratio 1 : 50 

28 - 30° C, 16 hours. 

Neutralised with acetic acid, washed and dried. 

2. Acid llypochlorite 

Sodium hypochlorite 1 gm. active chlorine/!. 

Wetting agent 0.1 gm./l. 

Adjust.to pH 4 with acetic acid. 

Liquor Ratio 1 : 50 

28 - 30° C for 1 f!our. 

Anti-chlo~, neutralise, wash a.~d dry. 

3. Alkaline HJPOchlorite 

Sodium hypochlorite 

W2tting agent. 

1 gm. active chlorine/I. 

0.1 gm./.\. 

Soda ash 1 - 2 gm. /1. 

to give a pH 11 12 

Liquor Ratio 1 50 

28 - 30° C for 2 Hours 

Anti-chlor, neutralise, wash and dry. 

Descriptio~ of both series of treatments are given in 

'fable 1, and test data on the treated fibres are shown in Table 2 



1st Series 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

2nd Series 

7 

8 

9 

Treatment 
No. 

Raw Fibre 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

7 

Table 1 Cheaical Deguaaing Treataents 

Treataen":". 

22% w/w NaOH, Cold, One Hour 

22% w/w NaOh + 5 gm.fl. EDTA, Cold, One hour 

5% w/w N~OH, Cold, One hour 

5% w/w NaOH + 5 gm.fl. EDTA, Cold, One hour 

4 N HCl, Cold, One hour 

As 5, then 5% w/w NaOH, Cold, 15 Minutes 

H202 
Acid Hypochlorite 

(rP.cipe 1) 

(recipe 2) 

Alkaline Hypcchlorite (recipe 3) 

Table 2 Test Data on Treated Fibre 

Fibre Fineness Fibre Strength 
(tex) (gm.) 

2.99 88.2 

2.99 74.3 

2.97 61.0 

3.30 106.9 

2.38 98.4 

3.25 78.6 

3.49 78.8 

3.07 108.5 

2.31 84.7 

3.57 83.7 

Tenacity 
gm./tex 

29.5 

24.8 

20.5 

32.4 

41.3 

24.2 

22.6 

35.3 

36.7 

23.4 
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8.3. Results and Discussion 

Exaaination of SDI Photograph 

The exaaination of earlier photographs (sub-section B. l) 

indicates that the i•portant features to be considered are: 

transverse •arkings which •ay hold the fibrils 
in a bundle structure, 

separation of fibre bundles, 

separation of fibrils fro• the bundle structure 
and possible f ibrillar entangleaent 

- ·surface deposits. 

The "aercerising strength" NaOH treatments (treatments 1 

and 2) show' considerable fibrillar separation, which performance, 

because of fibrillat entang!e•ent, and also in a reduction in strength 

due to ~he break-down of the bundle structure. 

The treatments with dilute NaOH also show some fibrillar 

separation, although less severe. Soae surface deposits are visible 

on the fibres treated with NaOH alone, but the addition of EDTA 

appears to have reduced or even eli•inated these. 

In the photographs of the treatment witla hydrochloric acid 

the transverse aarkings are still visible, but there are considerable 

surface deposits, which the subsequent treataeut with sodium hydroxide 

has not removed. 

The photographs of both the peroxide-treated and alkaline 

hyp<>chlorit~-treated fibres show fa!rly smooth surfacPq, but with some 

fibrillaticn, while the acid-hy(Jochlorite treated fib·res have retained 

the tranfiverse aarkings, but show c:on~iderable surface deposits. 
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Test Data 

The test results are given in Table 2. 

The aeasureaents of fibre fineness present a soaewhat 

confused picture, with soae of the treated fibres appearing to be . 
coarser than the original untreated fibre. These figures aust 

therefore be treated with soae suspicion. 

This is not an easy test to carry out on PALF fibre in the 

raw state. The fibres adhere together and the technician has to 

decide if he is dealing with a single fibre or several. Proper 

randoaisati9n of saapling aay be a problea, and it is possible that 

different parts of a leaf aay be aade up of fibres of differing 

fineness; for example fibres at the tip of the leaf aay be finer than .. 
those at the base. 

For this reason it is suggested that fineness data should be 

obtained after the fibre ~ been through a aechanical separating and 

randoaising process. Tests carried out on carded sliver, for exaaple, 

are likely to be auch aore reproducible and reliable. 

Fibre strength data appear to be suffering fro• a siailar 

problem, with soae of the treate~ saaples giving higher results than 

the original aaterial. More of the treated saaples were excessively 

weak, but the "aercerised" fibres were the lowest in strength, 

conf iraing the theory that f ibrillar separation results in a weakening 

of the fibre structure. 
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B.4. EnzJa&tic Deguming 

During the aission Dr. S.Sivakuu.ran, Head of the Textile 

Cheaistry Department at SITRA, visited the Indian Office of Novo 

Industri A/S in Bangalore, and rade arrangeaents for the evaluation of 

a range of enzyae products as potential-degu;,aaing agents for PALF. 

Novo lndustri A/S is a world-renowned aanufacturer of 

co .. ercial enzyae products, ~ith first-class technical expertise, 

based in Denaark. 

Unfortunately, at the end of the aissian, these products had 

still not been received at SITRA. 
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11. mDII CAI. SOFTEN I llG 

Raw PALF fibres, because of their large diaaeter, are 

relatively stiff coapared to cotton for exaaple, and tend to produce 

hairy yarns. 

Trials were therefore carried out to explore the possibility 

that an application of a cheaical softener aight reduce fibre 

stiffness sufficiently to produce an iaproveaent in the hairiness. 

Two types of softener were used in the study 

a polyethylene eaulsion (non-ionic) 

a cationic softener, Kataaoftener SP froa Ahura 

Cheaical Products, Boabay. 

The polyethy~ene eaulsion was applied at concentrations of 1 

and 5 gas. per litre, with a pick-up of 150% o.w.f. and dried. These 

applications produced no discernible iaproveaent in lubrication or 

softness, and were rejected. 

The cationic softener was applied at concentrations of 2, 5 

and 7 gas. per litre, i .. ersed for 15 ainutes, liquor ratio 1 : 50, 

squeezed to a pick-up of 150% and dried. All gave noticeable 

iaproveaents in lubrication and softness, but the treataent at 7 gas. 

per litre produced a greasy handle. 

In order to assess the spinning perforaance of the softened 

fibre, a larger saaple (100 gas) of raw PALF, cut to 3 inch staple 

length, was treated with 5 gas. per litre of cationic softener, with a 

pick-up of 150% o.w.r., and dried. 
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III. SPINNING TRIALS 

A. Che•icallJ' Softened Fibre 

The cbeaically softened PALF, prepared as described in 

Section II, was carded through a Platt se•i high production card with 

aodifications suggested by Dr. Iype (4). A satisfactory sliver was 
obtained. 

This was directly spun on a converted silk frame. A siailar 

sample of untreated fibre was spun in the same way. 

Test Data: 

Count Ne, 

Tums/inch 

Hairiness. 

Black board 

Conclusion: 

Untreated 

3.41 

9.0 

CheaicallJ' 
aof tened 

3.13 

8.8 

Above range of testing equipaent. 

No apparent difference. Both 
samples irregular and very hairy. 

Softening alone is unlikely to iaprove either the 

spinnability or the quality or the spun yarn. The fibre diameter aust 

be reduced to produce a fibre which will accept twist aore readily. 

Also there were relatively heavy particles of shive, straw or non

fibrous leaf which can cause breaks, especially if increased spinning 

speeds are atte•pted. 
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B. Bleached Fibre 

Following encouraging results froa the saall-scale studies, 

a larger quaratity (10 - 15 kg.) of the uncut fibre was bleached with 

hydrogen peroxide. It was considered that the severity of the bleach 

CJuld be increased, coapared with the earlier trial. 

The cheaical treataent was as follows: 

"2 02, 30% 
Sodiua silicate 

Sodiua hydroxide f late 

Wetting agent 

2 al./l. 

10 ga./1. 

8 ga./l. 

0.1 ga./1. 

~ernight at aabient teaperature (outdoors) 

Neutralised, Washed and Air-dried. 

~he fibre so treated was cut into 1 1/2 inch (38 ••·> 
staple, and foraed into a sliver on the Platt seai high production 

card. 

Spinning was carried out on a Shirley aini-spinning range. 

Two trials were carried out, with two drawings in the first trial and 

three in the second. The extra drawing produced a noticeable 

iaprovcaent in fibre parallelisation and yarn regularity. 

The fibres were still very stiff and straight, so that 

inter-fibre friction was very low. The cheaical treataent ar.y have 

contributed to the low friction, but it was iapossible to be sure 

about this. 
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A- si•ilar quantity of fibre, pretreated with 4% NaOH roo• 

te•perature using current SITRA recommendations (Annex II I, section 

4.1) was also spun under the sa~~ conditions with two drawings. 

Test Data: 

Fibre Fineness (le~) 

Fibre Strength (g•.) 

Tenacity (g•./tex) 

Y~rn Strength (g•.) 

(after two drawings). 

Conclusion: 

NaOH 
Treated 

2.75 

52.3 

19.0 

998 

2.64 

51.3 

19.5 

997 

Good spinning hi ··possible with bleached fibre, achieving 

standards which are at least equal to those of unbleached PALF. 

Further studies to optimise bleaching conditions are ind~cated, to 

establish whether significant i•prove•ents in fibre fineness can be 

obtained. 
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IV. PROGIWlllE FOR DYEING snmu:s 

One of the objectives of the present project is the 

introduction of PALF into yarns produc~d on the cotton srinning 

syste•. 

Products which •ight be envisaged would include 100% PALF 

yarns, blends of PALF with cotton, and blends or PALF with •an-•ade 

fibres. 

An experi•ental plan for dyeing studies on PALF should 

therefore a~low co•parisons to be llade with cotton dyeing, co•paring 

- colour yield and build-up 

- penetration and fastness to rubbing 

- "fastness to light 

fastness to water 

fastness to WP>hing. 

A useful starting point is provided by Canning and Jar•an, 

who studied the behaviour of a wide range of dyestuffs on sisal and 

other plant fibres, although PALF was n~t included (8). 

Canning and Jar11an uke the point that in addition to the 

dye classes which are nor•ally used in the dyeing of cellulosic fibres 

such as cotton, namely directs and reactives (vats, azoics and sulphur 

dyes are not aentioned), other dye classes •ay produce acceptable 

results on ligno-cellulosic fibres such as sisal (and possibly PALF). 

So•e acid, basic and disperse dyes were found to give 

reasonable result1 in the colouration of sisal, although wet fastness 

properties were ge..erally poor. 
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Based on tilt work of Canning and Jaraan, it is suggested 

that an experi•ental ?rogr..ae on the dyeing of PALF should be in two 

parts: 

1) A detailed study 011 the dyeing of PALF with 

co11aOnly used cotton dyes, selected froa the 

direct and rea.;tivt> ranges, and including so•e 

vat an~ sulphur dyes. 

2} .A shcl't investigation into the dyeing of PALF 

with acid, bas~c ~ disperse dyes. 

In part 1, the objectives will be to coEpare PALF with 

cot•·.on, with respect lo the points aentioned above; colour yield and 

build-up, penetration and fastness properties. 

The objeethe of· part. 2 will be to identify any problea 

areas1 for exaaple cross-staining of blenda of PALF and aan-aade 

fibres, whic!i are not encountered in the dye~ng of cotton and aan-aade 

fibre blends. 

Experiaental 

Material : Ideally, tLe •aterial to be dyed should be in the fora of 

ya1·n or fabric. This is how i~ is likely to be processed in 

co-ercial practice; stock , lyeing ht al11<>st unknown in the cotton 

processing industry. Also, instruaental colour •easure•ent is 1tOre 

easily carried nut on yarn or fabric, and saaples can be 11<>re easily 

11<>unted for visual ~oaparison. 

Preparation : The aaterial to be dyed aust be well scoured to ensure 

absorbency; ...nd bleached, although bleaching aay be o•itted when very 

deep shades are being produced. 
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To assess absorbency, place a drop of water, containing a 

saall quantity of wettin~ agent, on the prepared •aterial. The drop 

should be i .. edi&tely absorbed. 

If the absorbency is not sufficient, the scourin~ 

te•perature •ust be raised until a satisfactory result is obtained. 

Dyeing : (Part 1) Uyeings should be carried out .:it thr~ or four 

concentrations, so that colour yield and bui:...d-up can be exaained. 

Concentrations of 0.25, 1.0 and 4.0% o.w.f. are suggested. If 

possible, a si•ilar series of dyeings on bleached, un•ercerised cotton 

should be carried out to provide rough co•parisons. 

A c~ntrollable laboratory dyeint aachine, such as the Ahiba, 

should be usecl, and the dye 11anufacturer's rccomaendations for dyeing 

in long liquors_ should be folloffed. 

Evduation : (Part 1) Colour yi~ld ~nd build-up can be assessed 

visually, and also instru•ental ·,, by using co•puter colour aatching 

equipaei~ in trans•ission llOde for the analyBis of dye liquors, and in 

ref lectanct 10de for ~he assess•ent of depth ~r shade on the fabric. 

The •ethod for carrying this out is as follows : Prepare a 

series of solutions of the dye at a suitable range of concentrations. 

Measure the % transaission of each solution, preferably at the 

wavdength at which it is at a •ini•u•, and plot this against 

concentration. Thi2 gr&ph can then be used to •easure initial and 

final dye concentrations during experi•ental dyeing, so that the 

&110unt of dye absorbed by the fibre can be esti•ated (Reference : "A 

laboratory course in dyeing", by C.H.Giles. published by the Society 

of Dyers and Colourists, Bradfcrd, England). 
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Peneta·ation of aye into yarns or fabrics aay ~ as~.essf'J by 

exaaination of cross-sections. In woven fa~ric a slight displaceaent 

of yar-ns a:iy l-c enough to show undyed spots under the cross thre6.ds. 

Fastness to rubbing will also give an indication of the penetration. 

fastness to rubbing, light, w&ter &nd washing should be 

carried out by the well-known sta::adard •ethods. 

Dyeing : (Part 2) Th-? absorptio!'.l by Hgno-celh1'osic fibres of acid, 

basic and disperse dyes often deP< ..; on the aaounts -,f n •n··cellulosic 

iapurilies pre~ent. The sisal used in the e·;>er:..aen~s f Ca.:riing and 

Jarman was not ~leached, and probably contained ~igni :'ica.-.t uo"nts of 

lignin. PALF, on the other hand, wi 11 usually be bleached before 

dyeing, and may therefore be less dyeable with these classes of 
dyestuff. 

Nevertheless, some exploratory studies should be carried out 

on the dJeing o; PAI.F with acid, !>asic and disperse_ dyes. One 

concentration is sufficient for each dye studied. 

Evaluation : (Part 2) Th~ dyeings ~hould be evaluated in terms of the 

depth of shade and fnstness-to waslting. Of particular interest would 

be the -amount of staining of the fibres in the washing test, and the 

use of a aulti-fibre strip, available for exaaple fro• the Society of 

Dyers and C.olourists, is adv ~ . ..oed. 

Dyestuff Selertion 

It is a good general rule in dyeing experi• ents to include a 

:'"ed, 8 ye} low and a blue dye SO that if SU i te .l}e products can 

eventually be identified, a wide range o: mixture shade~ will be 
possible. 
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ReL'.:tive Dyes : Can~ing and Jaraan have selected certain Procion MX 

dyes w; suitable for the dyeing of sisal. These dyes fora a useful 

initial selection for PALF studies. Procion Brilliant Red MX-8B, 

Yellow MX-4R and either Blue MX-R or Blue MX-4GD should be included in 

the first series of dyeing trials. 

For red Procion MX dyes ICI recoaaend an after-treatment 
with Matexil FC - PN. 

Direct Dyes : Canning and Jaraan studied a wide range of ICI direct 

dyes. Unfortunately, •any of these have since been withdrawn. 

A_selection of locally available direct dyes should be •ade, 

to identify suitable dyes in the red, yellow and blue colour ranges. 

Note that several after-treat•ents for example copper sulphate, can be 

used to i•prove fastness properties. 

Disperse dyes: of the dyes tested by Canning and Jaraan, 

Dispersol Red B-2B and Dispersol Blue B-R (ICI) are still available. 

Both of theae were observed to give dyeings on sisal with some light 
and water fastness. 

Other dye classes: Select on an ad-hoc basis, or obtain 

suggestions fro• suppliers or dyestuff users. 
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V. REWMMENDATIOMS 

Experi•ental Jksign and Testing 

Ralf PALF is a very variabl~ •aterial. The coefficient of 

variation of fineness, between •easurements of the combined weight of 

fif..:y fibres, was found to be as high as 18%. It is therefore very 

i•portant 

a) to ensure thorough randomisation of the raw 

•aterial before star~ing ex~erimental work 

b) to carry out sufficient testing to ensure a 

~easonable level of accurac1 in the result. 

Cs.rding is a ·quite etfecti7e operation for fibre 

randomisation. 

RECOMMENDATION 1: 

That all labora~ory-scale studies, for example 

chemical degumming treatments, should be carried 

out on well-randomised carded sliver. 

RECOMMENDATION Z: 

In the case of larger-scale trials, which may be 

carried out on uncut fibres, that the treated 

fibre should be suitably cut and passed through a 

card, to ensure randomisation, prior to testing. 
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Mechanical Processing 

The effectivenecs of •echanical processing for the 

separation of the fibre hurdles should not be neglected. Some 

evidenc~ was gained during the mission which suggested that 

!mprovement.s in fibre fineness can be achieved siaply by passing the 

aater.\al through a card. 

Ra~ PALF is very si•ilar in length, appearance and structure 

to decorticated flax. One of the first stages in flax fibre 

processing is the operation of "hackl:ng", in which the fibre bundles, 

aligned with roots at one end and tips at the other, are co•bed with 

successively -finer gauge coabs, first in one direction and then in the 
other. 

This type of aac~inery is manufactured, for exaaple, by 

Jaaes Mackie of Belfast, Northern-Ireland. 

RECX>MMENDATION 3: 

That the operation of flax hackling should be 

studied as a possible means for improving the 

fincncaa nnd clca.nlincea of PALF. 

Che•ical Degu-ing 

Work carried out at SITRA prior to the mission has shown 

that dilute sodiu• hydroxide can be effective as a treatment for 

impr&ving fibre fineness. It waR decided that this is best carried 

out at ambient teaperature {30° C), as fibre entanglement was found to 

occur at elevated te•peratures. This view is confirmed by SEM 
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photographs which show that fibrillar separation and entang!e•ent can 

occur when severe sodiu• hydroxide treat•ents are e•ployed. 

Even under the presently used conditions, of 4% NaoH at 30°c 

for four hours, so•e fibrillation can be observed. Tt is possible 

that the treat•ent can be even less severe and still be effective by 

eaploying a sequestrant to re•ove alkaline earth residues froa the 

gums and pectins, and so assist in fibre separation. 

KECOMJllENDATION 4: 

That trials be carried out with sodium hydroxide 

solutions in the range 0 to 4 per cent, with the 

addition of a sequestrant such as EDTA. 

Bleached PALF can be successfully carded, prepared and spun 

on cotton system machinery, as shown in trials on the Shirley mini

spinning range at SITRA. 

RECOMMENDATION 5: 

That trials shcttld be carried out on scoured 

fibre, processed as under Recoaaendation 4, to 

optimise a bleaching treat•ent using hydrogen 

peroxide, and to establish its effectiveness in 

improving the quality of PALF for spinning. 

Although no experimental work was carried out during the 

•ission on the use of enzymes, this re•ains a promising approach. 
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ualMMENDATION 6: 

That contact between SITRA and Ncvo Industri A/S 

should be aaintained, and trial products evaluated 

at laboratory level for effectiveness in improving 

fineness and reaoving or preventing the f oraation 

of surface deposits. 

These trials may not reach a satisf~ctory conclusion within 

the ti•e scale of the current project, but efforts should be aade by 

SITRA to enlist the co-operation of local industry. For exaaple, the 

hank processing unit seen at the Lakshai Mills C'..oapany, Coiabatore 

could be adapted for chemical deguaaing trials. 
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ANllEI I 

Job Description (11.04 Revised) 

Cheaical Modification of PALF 

1 1/2 aonths 

Any tiae after June, 1990 

Coiabatore, South India 

The Project on the "Use of Unconventional 

Fibres for the Manufacture of Fabrics" is 

aiaed at developing suitable techniques/ 

aachinery for the production of yarns and 

fabrics froa leaf and bast fibres like 

pineapple, and banana. Unconventional 

fibres are generally very coarse due to the 

presence of high level of Lignin and 

pentosans. In order to aake finer yarns 

and thereby finer fabrics, the 

unconventional fibres are to be aade finer 

by cheaical treataents. 

Contd. • ••• 
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ANNEI I (Contd.) 

The expert will work jointly with the 

Director, SITRA and National Project 

Director. He is expected to 

- set up experiaents on cheaical degu .. ing 

of PALF towards aaking the• finer 

- advise on dyeing and finishing of PALF. 

A Post Graduate Degree (preferably 

doctorate degree) in Textile Cbeaistry. 

Extensive experience in enzyaic 

· --degu .. ing/cheaical aodif ications of textile 

fibres·, particularly natural fibres. 

English 

SITRA is engaged i~ ~the aanufacture of 

fabrics froa unconventional fibres" PALF 

extracted froa pineapple leaves using 

decorticating machines is very coarse 

(25 - 35 denier) due to the presence of 

various gu .. y matters like Lignin, Pentosan 

etc. In order to produce finer yarns, PALF 

is to be aade •uch finer. 

•ake the~ finer, cheaical 

With a view to 

•odifications/ 

enzyaic -deguaaing are to be tried. 
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ANMEI II 

USE OF UllCONVENTIONAL FIBRES mil mE MANUFACTURE OF FABRICS 

Part II - Cheaical Deguaaing of Pineapple Leaf Fibres 

Miss Indra Doraisvaay 
The South India Textile Research Association, Coimbatore - 641 014 

1. Introduction 

Pineapple leaf fibres (PALF) is a aulti-cellular ligno

cellulosic fibre obtained fro• the leaves of the plant. The fibre is 

extracted1 fro• the leaves either by aechanical aeans or by retting 

the leaves in water. Fresh leaves :yield about 2 to 2.5% of fibre. 

Tile acreage under p_ineapple culthation in India, is estiaated to be 

around 87,200 hectares2• 

The distribution of pineapple plantation in different States 

in India is given in Appendix I. 

The cultivation of pineapple fruit is increasing : 

Consequentl:y an increase in the production of the fibre is also 

envisaged. It is estiaated3 that, approxiaately 6 lakh aetric tonnes 

of fibre aay be available in the country if it is properly extracted 

and collected. The identification of suitable end use applications 

for pineappleleaf fibres could be expected to open up new avenues for 

substantial eaploy•ent generation. Hence, a project has been 

undertaken at SITRA (The South India Textile Research Association), 

Coiabatore with UNDP assistance to~ards assessing the potentialities 

of PALF. 
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2. llaterial 

Pineapple leaves were obtained fro• Basel Mission Fara, 

Moodibidri, Behai, DK, Karnataka State. 

Fibres are extracted fro• leaves using power operated 

decorticating aachine. 

3. Experiaenta 

3.1 Cheaical Coastituents 

The cbeaical constituents of the PA1.F saaple were estiaated 

by stai,dard. aethods4 and are given in Table 1. PALF contains aore 

than 30% of guaay aatter, uid the guaay aatter aahily consists of 

Lignin, Pentosan and Pectib. T.his makes the fibre stiff in nature. 

So•e pretreataent, it is thought, aay help to reaove the guaay •alter 

and render the fibre soft and Cine. 

Table 1 : Chemical Constituents of PAl.F 

ChP.•ical Constituent Range in percent 

Alpha Cellulose 61.3 - 69.6 

Beta Cellulose 4.4 - 12.5 

Gu.a Cellulose 3.3 - 11.1 

Residual Gu• 27.2 - 36.0 

Pat and Wax 0 • 98 

Ash 0 • 74 
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3.2 Chellical Deg .... iag 

In the case of Raaie, opening and cocking with reducing 

agents is re~rted5 to reduce the gua content significantlJ. In 

another publication6 treating the fibres with Sul~buric Acid or Sodiua 

Hydroxide solutions ar2 recommended for the 1-emoTal of lignin and 

siailar guaaJ aaterials. HoveYer, only scantJ references7 are 

aYailable with regard to deguaaing of pineapple leaf fibres. 

Therefore, a series of degumaing trials on PALF have been carried out 

at SITRA using the co.aonlJ available degu .. ing cbeaicals, so as to 

assess the extent to which PALF could be aade finer. During 

deguaaing, the surface nature and the rheological and aecbanical 

properties of· the ~ibres could be ~ipected to undergo degradation. It 

is therefore, essential to study the changes in the topographical and 

. mechanical properties of these fibres critically so that the ultimate 

fibres llOdified for spinning would have certain ainiaua values. In 

connection with this UllDP ·sponsored project, SITRA has acquired a 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEN~ of high resolving power) Model. -

JEOL T330 A and an lnstron Tensile Tester Model 6021. These 

instruaents were utilised for fibre quality requirements. 

The degu .. ing trials carried out at SITRA on PALF are given 

in Table 2. After each degu .. ing trial, the corresponding fibres were 

tested for denier (Graviaetric Method), Tenacity (lnstron Model 6021) 

and TopographJ (SEM - Model JEOL T330 A). 
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Table Z : Degumaing Experiments on PALF 

Experi•ent No. 1 Details of Experi•ents 

1 PALF treated with 5% Sulphuric 
acid at rooa temperature for a 
duration of 5 hours (Material 
Liquor Ratio = 1 : 20). 

2 PALF is treated with Sl Sodiu• 
suiphat~ at the boil for 2 
hours. 

3 Fibre treated with 5% Sulphuric 
aci~ (Material Liquor Ratio = 
1:20) at 60°C for 3 hours. 
Then the fibre is treated with 
5% Sodiua sulphate at boil for 
2 hours. 

I 

5 

6 

7 

PALF treated wi lh 1~ solution 
of Potassiu• alu• (Material : 
Liquor Ratio = 1:20) at rooa 
teaperature for 2 hours. 

PALF treated with 5% Sodium 
hydroxide at 60°C for 5 
hours (Material: Liquor Ratio = 
1: 20). 

PALF treated with 1% Zy•ex 
(enzyae) for 30 •inutes at rooa 
teaperature. Then the heated 
aaterial is again treated with 
!% Hydrochloric acid at 60°c 
for 30 •inutes. 

PALF treated with 1% Zyaex 
overnight at rooa teaperatur~. 

Then the aaterial is again 
treated with 0.5% Sodium 
hydroxide at the boil for 1 
hour. 



Experiaent No. 1 

8 

9 

10 
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Table 2 (Contd.) 

Details of Experiaents 

PALF is treated with 5% 
Sulphuric acid at rooa 
teaperature for 4 hours. Then 
the aaterial is treat~'<l with 1% 
Potassiu• alua "-'- rooa 
teaperature for 5 hours. Then 
the aaterial is again treated 
with 0.5% Sodiua hydroxide at 
the boil for 1 ~our. 

PALF is treated with 0.3% 
Sulphuric acid at rooa 
teaperature 2 hours. Then the 
a&terial is treated with 
concentrated Acetic Acid at 
roo• teaperature for 5 hours. 

PALF is extracted in Soxhlet 
apparatus for 4 hours at the 
rate of 6 cycles/hour. Then 
the aaterial is treated with 
4% Sodiua hydroxide at eo0c 
for 1 hour. 

The denier and tenacity values of the various cheaically 

degua•ed fibres are given in Table 3. 
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Table 3 : Denier I: Tenacit:r Values of t:::heaically Oeguaaed PALF 

Fibre Properties 
Fibre Code ----------------------------------------

Tex Tenacity (g/tex) 

1) Fibres fro• exp. no. 1 3.17 25.3 

2) Fibres froa exp. no. 2 3.09 22.1 

3) Fibres froa exp. no. 3 2.57 6.23 

4) Fibres f roa exp. no. 4 3.25 32.9 

5) Fibres f roa exp. no. 5 2.70 29.2 

6) Fibres fro• exp. no. 6 2.96 20.7 

7) Fibres fro• exp. n~. 7 2.92 21.8 

8) Fibres fro• exp. no. 8 3.12 18.3 

9) Fibres f roa exp. no. 9 3.37 17.1 

10) Fibres troa exp. no.10 3.72 24.2 

Of all the treat•ents, that with Potassiua ah. yields the 

strongest fibre. The finest fibre is offered by treataen~ with Sodium 

hydroxide. However, the fineness i•prove•ent (due to removal of gummy 

•atter in the fibre) cannot be considered in isolation, since the 

fibres •ust be sufficiently strong to withstand tensions imposed 

during the spinning process. Acid treat•ent as well as treating the 

fibre with Sodiua Sulphate gives •oderate i•prove•ent in fibre 

fineness, Lut treating the PALF with Sulphuric Acid and Sodium 

Sulphate together (experiment no. 3) renders the fibres very weak and 

makes the• unsuitable for spinning, even though the linear density of 

the fibres obtained fro• this trial is the lowest. 

Methanol extraction of PALF (experiment no. lO) or treataent 

with 0.3% Sulphuric acid/concentrated Acetic Acid do not seem to 

iaprove tne linear density of the fibres very •uch. 
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Treating the fibre first with 5% Sulphuric acid then with 1% 

Potassiua alum and finally with O. 5% SodiuL hydroxide even tho11gh 

results in moderate iaproveaent in fibre fineness, but reduces fibre 

tenacity markedly and therefore cannot be consi~·!red as an appropriate 

deguaming ager~t. Of the reaaining three treBtments. the one subjected 

with 5% Sodiua hydroxide produced yielded the finest fibre. The 

tenacity of the resultant fibre was also, incidentally, found to be 

the highest. Treataent of PALF with Enzyme followed by acid 

(experiment no.6) and Enzyme followed by alkali (experiment no. 7) 

both resulted in a Rore or less similar fibre in terms of linear 

density and strength. 

On the whole, the above set of trials indicate that Sodium 

hydroxide could be advantageously used for the rP.moval of gu••Y 

material fr~• pineapple leaf fibres without very much affecting the 

fibre strength. However, the various proc~ss para11eters t~ be a<iopted 

during alkali treatment need optiaisation so as to achieve the finest 

110ssible fibre with ainimua reduction in tenacity. This fcras ·the 

subject matter of another paper ( 111 - Optiaisation of Degum.:oiing of 

PALF using Sodiua Hydroxide). 

3.2.1 Topography of PALF after Cbeaical Degumming 

In order to find out whether any surface damage has occurred 

due to treating the PALF with chemicals, observatio~1s were made using 

Scanning Electron Micros~ope. Since the PALF is fai~ly long (due to 

its multi cellular nature), sample preparat~on for SEM was fairly 

simple. Fibres, both untreated and treated (at various stages of 

degumming) were mounted on a standard specimen holder, about 1 cm. in 

diameter. The specimen was then ·coated in vacuo• with a thin gold 

layer and finally examined in the JEOL T 330A Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) at an accelerating potential of 10 KV. 
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Figures 1 and 2 show the aorphology of untreated PALF. 

These figures indicate scaly, cellular structure with vegetable aatter 

intact. The 11icrograph of transv~rse section (figure 3) reveal that 

there is no trace of luaen. This aay be due to the high gum content 

of the fibres. Only when the gua content is substantially reduced 

(by treating the fibres) could the luaen be seen clearly in the cross 

sections (fig. 4). It appears that, apart froa the possibility of a 

certain amount of _gua remaining in the luaen, the whole cross-section 

aight have saeared by gum during the reactions of the fibres with gua 

content as high as 30%. 

The surface Morpholog!1 of fibres treated with Sulphuric Acid 

is given in ~ig. 5. Soae fibres appear without any daaage whilst soae 

others show moderate rupture. Sulphuric acid treataent imparts an 

yellowish colour to the fibre and the resultant fibre is soft and 

lustrous. 

Fibres treated with Sulphuric acid and Acetic Acid 

(successively one after the other) are shown in figs 6 l 7. High 

level of fibre aatting was observed together with substantial peeling

off of fibrous layers. This could be the reason for the low strength 

values noted for fibres treated in this fashion). 

Figs. 8 & 9 represent the longitudinal view of the PALF 

treated with Sodium Sulphate and Fig. 10, the croRs section of the 

saae. Moderate to severe surface daaage have appeared to have 

occurred during the above treataents (Fig. 8 l 9). Also, the traverse 

section becoae aatted after treataent (fig. 10). This could be 

probably due to the swelling of the individual filaments in the 

fibrous (multi-cellular) strand for testing Sulphuric Acid treatment 

followed by Sodium Sulphite causes.very extensive damage to the fibres 

(fig. 11 & 12) and the individual filaaents becoae highly aatted over·. 
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This is quite evident fro• the values of fibre tenacity reported in 

ts.hie :. The tenacity was the lowest (6.23 g/tex) for fibres fr'"'• 
this treat•ent. However, due to •~re effective re•oval of gumay 

aatler 1 which is evident froR the lowest value of fibre tex obtained, 

(Table 3) - experiment no. J, the luaens are visible in the transverse 

section (I ig. 13). The filaments in PALF appear to havE: sepan.ted and 

foraed into coils- while treating with Potassiua alum (fig.14). 

However, not much icprovement in the linear density of the fibres was 

found due to this alkali treataent. 

Enzymes are known to be very good desizing agents. With a 

view to estimating their effectiveness towards gum removal, PALF was 

treated with 1% Zymex (enzyme) for 30 minutE"& at room temperature. 

Then the treated fibres are again treated with 1% Hydrochloric Acid at 

60°C for 30 •inutes and the croas section of the resultant fibres is 

shown in f~g~ 15. Substantial gua removal du~ing this treatment is 

quite evident from the re-appearance of lumen in the fibre cross 

section. However,· due to .. swell~ng of the iudividual filaments in the 

l'lulti ·cellular fibrous structure, joining together of ct.rand is ·also 

observed. Vegetable matter can be seen in some places (fig. 16). In 

fibres treated with Sodium Hydroxide, the strands appear to ue 1o1ell 

separated {fig. 17). This aay be due to very good gum removal (which 

cement together the individual filaments in the fibrous structure). 

This i.s also confirmed by •arked reduction in the tex vall.e of the 

fibres. Finally, the fibres were treated with Sulphuric Acid followed 

by Potassium Alum followed by Sodium hydroxide. The exact· procedure 

of treatment is expiained in Table 2 (treatment no. 8). Very severe 

surface damage and fibrillation have been noticed (fig. 18) on the 

fibres that has undergone this particular typ~ of treatment. 
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-1. Conclusion 

Che•ical degu .. ing of PALF helps to improve the 

fineness by way of reducing the residual gum 

present in these fibres. However, iaproveaent 

in fibre fineness, in •ost of the cases is 

accoapanied by fibre daJllage. Treating the PALF 

with NaoH appears to be a proaising degu•aing 

•ethod. However, the process conditions need 

careful optiaisation towards achieving the best 

out of this treataent. 
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APPENDIX I 

Distribution of Pine Apple Plantation in India 

State Area of Pine Apple Plantation 
(x 1000 hectares) 

1) Bihar 1.79 

2) Karnataka 3.77 

3) Kerala 9.42 

4) Assn 41.94 

5) Meghalaya 7.90 

6) West Bengal 20.92 

7) Taail Nadu 0.85 

8) Orissa 0.21 

All India = 87.20 

-----
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ADEi 111 

USE OF UN<X>NVENTIONAL PIBllES mil THE llANUFAcnJRE OF FABRICS 

Part Ill - Optiaisatioa of Degumaing Trials on 

Pineapple Leaf Fibres Using Sodiua H1droxide 

Kiss Indra Doraisv-1 

The South India Textile Research Association, Coiabatore-641 014 

1. Introduction 

Pineapple leaf fibres (PALP) are coarser with an average 

fineness of 3.0 .tex and soaewhat rigid. Therefore, it would be 

difficult to spin such fibres either as a single coaponent or in 

blends with other fibres. In order to ll&ke the• spinnable, it is 

necessary to aake the fibres finer and reduce the rigidity. Deguaaing 

is the process that can be used to accoaplish this objectives. 

The various deguaaing trials carried out at SITRA towards 

aaking, PALF finer are reported elsewhere1• Sodiua hydroxide proved 

to be a pro•ising reagent for the reaoval of gu••Y aaterial fro• PALF 

without unduly af!ecting the fibre- strength. However, the various 

process parameters to be adopted during alkali treataent needs careful 
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optiaisation for achieving the finest possible fibre with ainiaua 

reduction in tenacity. This foras the subject aatter of the present 

study. 

2. Objectives 

Opti•isation of degu .. ing trials on PALF using 

Sodium hydroxide towards aaking the fibres 

finer. 

3. Material 

Pineapple leaves were obtained fro• Basel Mission Fara, 

Moodibdri, Belvai; Karnatllka State. 

Fibres are extracted froa the leaves using power operated 

decorticating •achine. 

4. Experi.ents 

Raw pine apple fibres were treated with Sodium hydroxide 

with concentration ranges between 4 and 12%. · The ti•e of alkali 

treataent was varied between 4 and 8 hours and the teaperature of the 

deguaaing bath between 30°C and 90°c. Therefore, the process 

variables considered in this study are 

i) x1 
ii) x2 
iii) X3 

Concentratioh of Sodiua Hydroxide (4 - 12%) 

Tiae or treataent (4 - 8 hours) 

Teaperature or Deguaaing bath (30°c - 90°C) 
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4.1 llethodoloo 

In order to optiaise the process variables, a factorial 

design approach was adopted so that each one of the paraaeters was 

taken at 3 levels which are coded -1, 0 and +1. The details of 

experiaent are as under: 

Code 
Variable ----------------------------------------- 1 0 1 

11 (%) 4 8 12 

12 (hrs) 4 6 8 

13 (OC) 30 60 90 

The effectiveness of degu•aing was assessed in teras of 

weight loss, fineness and bundle strength iaproveaents. For each one 

of these properties the response surf ace equation was worked out using 

the set of data g~ven in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Weight 
S.No. 11 12 13 Loss Denier 

1. - 1 - 1 0 17.2 20.1 

2. - 1 1 0 19.2 20.9 

3. 1 - 1 0 24.5 15.7 

4. 1 1 0 25.1 17.9 
5. 0 - 1 - 1 17.8 16.8 
6. ·o - 1 1 26.0 12.6 
7. 0 1 - 1 18.6 15.0 

8. 0 1 1 29.6 13.0 
9. -·1 0 - 1 12.1 17.6 
10. - 1 .0 1 20.9 20.2 
11. 1 0 - 1 19.5 18.1 

12. 1 0 1 30.0 13.8 
13. 0 0 0 26.6 17.28 

Bundle Strength= 35.6 + 4.2711 + 0.7512 + 6.3813 

+ 2.5112 - 1.25132 - 0.641112 

Denier 

Weight LoBS 

+ 2.33 1113 

= 17.28 - 1.6611 - 0.9913 

+ 2.2211
2 - 2.0813

2 - 1.731113 

= 26.6 + 3.7111 ~0.8812 

+ 4.8113 - 3.74112 - 1.36X22 

- 2.24132 + 0.71213 

Bundle 
Strength 

(g/tex) 

33.23 

35.40 

43.35 

42.98 

39.53 

28.35 

42.53 

2!'.55 

42.00 

23.93 

45.60 

36.83 

15.85 



The response surface equations are plotted in the fora of 

contours (figs. 1 - 4). It could be seen that the bundle strength 

does not have anJ optiaua point. As the teaperature of the deguaaing 

bath increases, the bundle strength decreases. Maxiaua bundle 

strength occurs for the highest concentrations, irrespective of the 

tiae of treatment. 

However, in the case of denier, there is a saddle point 

(fig. 4). The lowest denier is obtained at the aaxiaua concentration 

of NaoH and at the highest teaperature. But the fibres are seen to be 

entangled and. also rigid. This aakes further processing difficult 

considering the suitability of fibres for further spinni~g trials, a 

concentration of 4% Sodiua hydroxide (on the weight of aaterial) and a 

treataent tiae of 4 hours at rooa teaperature was selected. 

Variability of Denier 

The raw fibre denier is observed to vary fro• 22 to · 32 

depending upon the lot. Further, it v'ries even for fibres extracted 

fro• a single leaf. The assessaent of denier also poses probleas 

while counting the nuaber of fibres. Occasionally 2 or 3 fibres are 

glued together thus aaking it appear as a single fibre. This points 

out that considerable care has to be taken while assessing and 

interpreting the denier. 

4.2 Preparation of Fibres !or Spinning 

The fineness of PALF ontained after deguaaing at optiaua 

process conclusions (Sodium hydroxide concentration - 4%, Time of 

treatment-4 hours - Temperature of deguaaing bath - 30°C) varies 

between 1. 9 to 2. 2 tex: The actual procedure adopted during this 

treataent is given below: 
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A 4X concentration Sodiu• hydroxide solution (on the weight 

of the •aterial) is prepared with water. {Fibre Water = 1:20) 

Pineapple leaf fibres are dipped into the solution and kept in the 

solution for 4 hours (at at11<>sphere te~perature). 

Then these fibres are taken out of the NaoH solution washed 

with hot water and then with cold water. The excess NaoH left over 

the fibre~ is neutralised by treating the fibres with 0.1% 

concentration Hydro chloric acid. The acid treated fibres are again 

washed with cold water. 

Then a 0.5% solution of wetting agent (on the weight of the 

•aterial) is prepared. The acid treated and washed fibres are dipped 

into the soap solution and kept for 20 •inutes. Then these fibres are 

taken out, '!~bed and dried. 

Now the-pineapple leaf fibres are r~ady for further 

•echanical·processing treat•ents. 

5. Conclusion 

The degu••ing trials using Sodiu• Hydroxide at 

different teaperatures and tiae of treatment 

reveal the following conclusions. 

The bundle strength of the pine apple leaf 

fibre is aaxi•ua at the highest concentration 

of Sodium Hydroxide (12%) irrespective of the 

tiae of treataent. 
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The lowest denier of the pine apple leaf fibre 

(124.2) is obtained at the aaxiaua 

concentration (12%) of Sodiua Hydroxide and at 

the highest te•perature (90°). 
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ANNEX IV 

OOMPANY VISITS 

Four co•panies were visited in the course of the aission. 

Brief notes on these, together with the aain contacts aade, are given 

below: 

1. HANTEX PROCESS HOUSE, 
BALARAMAPURAM-695 501, 
TRIVANDRUM DISTRICT, 
KERALA STATE. 

Mr. Sauleana Moragana Pillai, Director. 

~r. V.Ravindranatba Panicker, Project Officer. 

Visited on January 28t 1991. 

This is A coapany se~-up by the bandlooa weavers' co

operative for the state of Kerala. The co-operative has about· 250 

local associations in affiliation, each with about 100 meabers, so 

that about 25,000 weavers are represent·-erl. About 80% of these can 

produce only plain weave fabrics, which are often difficult to sell. 

Hantex offers dyei1g and printing facilities to convert 

t.hese fabrics into more attractive and aarketable products, and can 

also provide design services and technical advice on machinery 

iaproveaents to incre~se the vers~tility and quality of handloom 

production. 

Mr. Panicker is interested in the design potential of PALF 

and intends to visit SITRA in the near future. 

Note: An application for funds to e~pand the fabric deGign services 

was recently rejected by UNDP. 



2. UNITED BLEACHERS LIMITED. 
P.8.N0.12, 
METTUPALAYAM-641 301. 
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Mr. S.Jayachandran, Factory Manager. 

Visited on February 1, 1991. 

This dyeing, printing and fabric finishing unit is part of 

the Laksh•i group of co•panies. Production capacity is 1,00,000 

•etres per day. About 60% of production is exported, mainly to the 

U.S.A. 

J-box peroxide bleaching is used, with so•e open-width (pad

roll) bleaching for delicate fabrics. Dyeing is either in open jigs 

or continuous; printing by flat-screen and rotary screens. 

An ACS coaputer colour aatching syste• is in operation, and 

it is planned.to introduce full coaputer control into the dyehouse. 

The effluent treataent plant is quite iapressive. Much of 

the treated water is re-cycled for re-use. 

They have soae experience in processing im~orted linen 

fabrics which aight be useful for application to PALF fabrics in any 

future co••ercial developments. 

3. THE LAKSHMI MILLS COMPANY LIMITED, 
348 AVANASHI ROAD, 
COIMBATORE-641 037. 

Mr. T.L.Viswanathan, Mill Manager. 

Visited on February _2, 1991. 

Lakshmi Mills is one of the la·. t cotton spinning 

coapanies in Coiabatore. There are four mill& . '~"'! group, emph>yit.g 

over 5,000 people. Count r&nge iR from 10s cotton ~ .wnt (open-~nd) to 

2 fold 200s (ring spun). Much of the machinery is manu:actured in 
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their own engineering works, in co-operation with Rieter of 

Switzerland. 

There is a yarn processing plant which includes singeing, 

mercerising and hank bleaching operations. These would be interesting 

for the PALF project; singeing could be exB.111ined to reduce the yarn 

hairiness, and the bleaching process could be adapted to the treataent 

of fibre bundles. Mr. Viswanathan thought that both of these could be 

carried out without -OO much difficulty. 

4. GODWELL ENGINEERING PRODUCTS, 
A.'ANASHI ROAD, 
COIMBATORE. 

Mr. S.K.Devarajan 

Visited on February 8 1 1991. 

This company manufactures machinery for extracting coir 

fibre fro• the coconut husks. Following Dr. Cherian Iype's \'isit in 

December, they are working on a aodified machine designed for the 

extraction of PALF. 

Mr. Devarajan indicated that he was familiar with the ty~~ 

of P.quipaent used for h~ckling flax. and might be a useful co-operator 

in developing machinery for the mechanical cleaning and combing of 

PALF by simil~r aeans. 
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CONTOURS OF BUNDLE STRENGTH 
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CONTOURS FOR DENIER 
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